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	1.0	 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to present the test procedures
used and the test results obtained during an evaluation test
program. The test program was conducted to obtain performance
data for the Solar Kinetics, Inc., T-700 line concentrating
parabolic trough collector. All tel;^s took place at the Mar-
shall Space Flight Center Solar 'rest Facility. The test was
conducted and the data evaluated using tht , methods provided
in References 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 as applicable
	
2.0	 REFERENCES
	2.1
	 MTCP-DC-SIIAC-426	 Test Procedure for Performance Eval-
uation of the Solar Kinetics Solar
Concentrating Collector
k	 2.2	 ASHRAE 93-77	 Methods of Testing ►:o Determine the
Thermal Performance of Solar Col-
,	 lec torH
	
2.3
	 Solar Kinetics	 Solar Collectors for Process Herat
up to 650°
	
2.4	 Tratnsac•tions of the 	 Incident-Angle Modifier and Average
ASME 10/Vol. 120	 Optical Efficiency of Parabolic Trough
Feb. 1950	 Collectors
	
3.0	 Comm'rOR DESCRIPTION
	
3.1	 Maanufa cturer:	 Solar Ki p— tics, Inc,
Manufacturer's	 81.20 Chancellor Tow
Address:
	
Dallas, Texas 75247
214/630-9328
3.2	 Specifications:
Type:	 Line Focus Concentrating Collector
Working; Fluid:	 Liquid (Therminol 44)
Receiver:	 The black chrome plated steel receiver
tube is covered by a stagnant air
annuluS Pyrex glass tubing
Reflector:
	
	 TI& parabolic contoured aluminum
mirror surface is covered with
metallized ,acrylic: film FEK 244
Arraay Length:	 82' Ivy'
Arra y Width:	 7' 2^"
3.0	 COLLECTOR DESCRIPTION (Continued)
3.2	 Specifications (Continued)
Module Length: 20'	 if'
Mirror Width: 7'
Mirror Length: 19'	 11	 3/4"
Reflectance: .84
Max. Vertical
Height: 102"
Rotation Axis
Height: 57"
Tracking Angle: 2700
Stow Angle: 450
System Weight: 4 lb/ft2
Receiver Tube: 1.625 Q.D.
Annulus Medium Stagnant air
Selective Surface: Black chrome
Absorptivity: .94
	
.97
Emissivity: .18	 5000E
Receiver Cover: Pyrex glass
Max. Operating
Temperature:	 6500
Max. Operating
Pressure:	 250 psi.
Properties of
Working Fluid:	 - 7.9927 - .00373 T  1b /gal
Cp 	 .4425 + .00033 T r Btu/lbm0F
T f : fluid inlet temperature
G . 0	 $YMMARY
Thermal pertorrnance tents were conducted for the ; aolar Kinetics
'1'-700 ;Inc concentrating t;ular collector at the Marshal ►
 Spare
Flight Center Solar Test Facility. Four modules, each one 7' x :0',
connected in k,ertes were mounted horizontally in a eiorth-!south
orientation to track the Still from east to west. i'Le collector  array
was driven by it single drive mechanism which is controlled by in
electronic tracking device. 1 1yranometers which measure the total
and diffused components of the solar radiation were mounted ern the
collector plane to track with the collector.
A high temper , ture fluid supply loop was designed and constructed
for the test. A schematic of this test loop is shoran in Figure 1.
Relevant test conditions and the data obtained during the teat pro;;ranl
acre listed in Tables I through IV for the thermal performance tests.
Table V and Table VI are the collector tracking angles and trarki.ig
speed respoctive1v an the 21st clay of each month. Ir addition,
graphic presentations of data obtained f rcmr the thermal performance
tests are shown in !F igure .1 through S. Figures 9 and 10 show the
typical solar radiation measured an the collector tracking plane.
Figures 11 and 12 show the results of the collector return tine and
collector receiver tube heart loss tests. Figure 13 is the comparison
of efficiency derived from the collector beat loss test with the
normal thermal pertorma nev test, verifylnf:; the results of the thermal
performance tests. Figures 14 and 15 show the collector tracking
accuracy versus the sky conditions (clean, intermittent, and cloudy).
Figures 16 and 17 show the collector performance versus the sky
coedit tons.
.3
5 . C	 TEST CONDITIONS y AND =TEST 1:(^U1PMF:NT
5.1	 Ambient Conditions
Unless otherwise specified herein, all tests were performed at
ambient conditions immediately surrounding the collector at the
MSFC —lac testing site r,t
	 the time of	 test.
5.2
	 Instrumentation and 1-,	 ui pn:ent
F
All	 test equipment and instrumentation used in the performance of
this test program comply with the requirement of MSF(:-MMI-5300.40,
Metrology and Calibration. Testing took place at the MSFC Solar
Test Bed Facility. A listing of equipment used for testing follows:
Am'irCus Manufacturer/Model Ram/Accur,
Data Logger Model 2240A John Fluke Multi-range
Company Thermocouples
Thermocouple Mod-Therm Inc.. -300°F - 4000F/e.50F
Pyranometer Eppley PSP 0 - 800 Btu/hr.ft. ` /Class	 1
Flow Meter
I
Patter 0 - 19 GPM/±0.2 GPM
Liquid Loop Designed and Assembled 1-x12 GPM
-it
	 MSFC
4
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6.0
	 TEST REgUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES
6.1
	 Collector Time Constant Test
6.1.1	 Requirement
The collector time constant shall be determined by abruptly re-
ducing the solar flux to zero. This will be done with the inlet
temperature holding at 140°F, while the liquid is flowing at ap-
proximately 10 gal/min.
The differential temperature across the collector shall be monitored
to 3etermine tho time required to reach the condition of:
AT(t) - 
. 368Ti
where AT(t) is the differential temperature at time t after the
solar flux is reduced to zero and ATi is the differential ►temp-
erature prior to the reduction of solar flux.
The following data will be recorded for the test:
(1) Solar flua,.
(2) Amuient temperature.
(3) Inlet fluid temperature.
(4) Outlet fluid temperature.
(5) Liquid flow rate.
6.1.2	 Procedure
1. Set the collector on tracking mode.
2. Adjust the fluid flow rate to 10 gal/min.
3. Adjust the inlet temperature to 140°F.
4. Monitor collector inlet and outlet temperature.
5. When th.c inlet and outlet temperature stabilized,
switch the collector back to stow position.
6. Record the change of AT across the collector.
6.1.3	 Results
The results of the time constant test is shown An Figure 2. The time
constant for this collector with Therminol 44 as heat transfer fluid
Is approximately 58 seconds for 4 collector modules in series. Table
I is the listing of data recorded during the time constant test.
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6.0
	
TEST RF: UIREME'N`PS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
6.2
	
Collector Trackins Performance Test
6.2.1	 Reyuirvmc nt
Accurate tracking of a concentrating collector is critical to its
performance. The purpose of this test is to examine the effect
of trac • ktng error on the collector efficiency. This will be done
by manually moving the collector out of track to a fixed position
ahead of the sun. Then, let the sun pass over the receiver tube
while maintaining the inlet fluid to the collector at a constant
temperature. As the sur moves toward focusing the solar ray starts
to intercept the receiver tube, and the outlet temperature begins
to increase until the sun is fully focused, then it begins to de-
creaso when the sun starts to move away from focusing.
The following data will be recorded for the test:
(1) Solar flux.
(2) Ambient temperature.
(3) Inlet fluid temperature.
(4) Outlet fluid temperature.
(5) Liquid flow rata.
(6) Collector i3et angle.
6.2.2	 Procedures
1. Manually rotate the collector toward the west past the sun.
Held and record the collector angle at this position.
2. Maintain the inlet fluid at a consUAnt temperature.
3. Monitor the collector inlet and outlet temperature while
the sun is moving across the receiver tube.
6.2.3
	
Results
Several tests were performed and the results were superimposed into
one graph. Figure 3 shows the collector efficiency versus the
angle of off tracking. The inlet temperature for all tests were
maintaine6 at 150'F. Table VT showed that the collector tracking
speed is not constant during the day. Therefore, the scattering of
Figure 3 can be reduced if the efficiency is plotted versus the angle
of off tracking. An off tracking of one degree will cause the ef-
ficiency to drop Cr.om 55% to 45%. Therefore, tracking accuracy
tolerance shall be within .25 degrees. A shaft encoder was in-
stalled on the collector so that the collector position can be
monitored. These collector position data were used to compare with
the theoretical calculation of the collector position angles to
determine the collector tracking performance. Detailed calculation
method will be presented in the next Section. Figure 14 showed
the SKI tracker performance during; a clear day. T ►ie tracker was
able to track the sun accurately (within .25 degrees). Figure 15
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6.0	 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
6.3	 Collector Thermal Efficiency Test
6.3.1	 Test Requirement
Thermal per£ormanc(^ data from the Solar Kinetics, Inc. line con-
centrating collector T-700 shall be obtained at the MSFC outdoor
test bed facility under natural environment conditons. Because
of its high temperature application, Therminol 44 will. be
 used as
heat transfer fluid. The collector shall be mounted north-south,
orientation fc.r best summer operation, corresponding to solar
cooling applications.
The following data Rhall be recorded during the test:
(1) Collector inlet and outlet temperatures.
(2) Total and diffused solar radiation on tracking
plane.
(3) Liquid flow rate through collector.
(4) Heat exchanger inlet and outlet temperatures.
(5) Heat exchanger cooling fluid flow rate.
(6) Ambient temperature.
(7) Collector tracking angle.
The thermal performance evaluation data shall be obtained at inlet
temperatures of approximately 140% 190% 220% and 210°F at 10 GPM.
6.3.2	 Procedure
1. Bring the collector out of stow and switch it tc automatic
tracking rode.
2. Initiate operation of the data acquisition system to record
data and check to verify all necessary channels are operational.
3. Adjust the fluid flow rate to 10 GPM.
4. Adjust the inlet temperature to the desired setting.
5. Maintain the reservoir temperature to approximately the col-
lector inlet temperature by adjusting t:ye heat exchanger
cooling water flow rate.
6. Record all data continuously at two minute intervals at quasi-
steady state conditions.
7. Record collector tracking angle at 30 minute intervals during
the test.
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6.0	 TEST REt UIRF.MENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
6.3.3	 Test Results
The results obtained during these tests aar•; :;.own to Figures 4 and S.
Figure 4 shows the thermal efficiency of .all test data plotted with
the direct solar radiation as parameter at iI!iid flow rate of 10 GPM.
Figure 5 shows the thermal efficiency of all teat data plotted with
the total solver radiation as parameter at fluid flow rate of 10 GPM.
Figure 7 depicts the thermal efficiency data fluid flew rate of 5 GPM.
All theme figures show the scattering of test data. The source of
the scattering will be analyzed in the follow-ig sections. Table Ill
i9 the listing of data recorded during one of the efficiency tests.
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	6.0
	
TFS'y RF(1l11RE.KN-T"+ ANY ,- :a Rtst°1 .1WRES (Coot lured)
	
6.4
	 Collector All Day 'Test
6.4,1
6.4.2
6.4.3
Tvqj Recluirvnsent
Collectva all W performance shall be conducted to dutermine the
total a ► mon r, o: t a nvrgv that can he delivereca . The following data
shall be rc Atded during the test:
(1) Collector ales and outlet temperature.
(2) 'Total ir, diflused scalar radiation on trneking plant;.
i) Liquid flow rate through collector.
(4) Heat exchanger inlet and ou t let temperature.
(`i) Heat exchanger coaling fluid flow r"tc.
(h) Ambient tem,,erature.
(7)	 Collector t r at kfnp :angle.
The all d,av thermal performance evaluation data shall be obtained
at inlet temperatures of 140°F, 190% 2200, and 270 0 at 10 GPM.
Proeeduivn
1. Bring the vof lector out of stow and SW:W it to automatic
tracking mode.
2. Initiate operation of the data acquisition system to record
data and check to verity all necessary channels are operational.
3. Adjust the fluid flow rate to 10 GPM.
4. Ad_juHt the inlet temperature to the desired setting.
`'i.	 Maintain the r p Avrvoir temperature to approximately collector
inlet temperature by adjusting the heat exchanger cooling
wares flow rats.
6. Record all data vont inuoutsl y at two minute intervals at quasi—
steady state vondit ionm.
7. Record rolleetor tracking angle at 30 minute intervals during
the tent,
Test Result!;
The rvnvlta of the all da y test are shown in figure S. Table IV is
the listingi s; of data recorded during one of the all day tests. It
i5 also important to know how this collector performs during an
intermittent da ►v because not every dsv of the year is a clear day.
Figure lt, and 17 show the relation between the solar radiation and
the collector thermal performance during a clear day and an inter-
mittent day respectively.
c,7
6. C	 TEST RE.q ll M.FE J'S AND PROCEDURES t ",ont inued )
6.5 Col legit for Neat Lots 'lest
6.5.1
	 Test Rvqui_retmet ► t
A i-ollet • tur heat lass test t9hall be condueted tit the heat
1nNs c not f iolent . The colloott ► r shall be in the stow position, with
the retlevtor surface and ret • oiver tube covered so that no refle*uteri
sc► lar rafilar inn will be intereeiptod by the collector. The f A lowing,
data shall be recortiod during the test:
(t) Col lec • tOr
 inlet and nut lot temperature.
(2) Col IVCtttr flaw r. ► t t
(3) Ambient temperaturo.
6.5.1	 Procedures
1. Cover the refloctnr•
 stirtace• and receiver tuber.
2. Ad] ust the t l ►► id f low rats.
3. Adjust Lho inlet temperature to the ,
 desired setting by usitip,
the inlitio heaters in the y
 fluid Loop.
.
	
	 Record all dat. ► rn.► tittuuunl y at two minute intervals at quasi--
stoadv 14.1t y rt ►;tditlotis.
Results
The rest0 t o of this treat are presented in T"igure 12.
F
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	7.0	 ANALYSIS
	
7.1	 Time Constant Test
Two methods are proposed by ASHRAE 93-77 for conducting a time con-
stant test; however, due to facility limitation, neither one is ap-
plied. The method used here was abruptly reducing the solar flux
to zero by turning the collector back to stow position and maii-
taining a constant flow rate and inlet temperature while obtaining
data.
According to the definition of time constant given in ASHRAE 93-77,
it is the time required for the ratio of the differential temperature
at time t to the initial differential temperature to reach .368,
when solar radiation is reduced to zero. It can be expressed as:
Tf,e,t - Tf'i	
{63
Tf,e,ini - Tf,i
If the inlet fluid temperature cannot be controlled to within 2° of
ambient air temperature, then the following equation must be used:
C
UL(Tf'i - T 	
t') + A P (Tf,e.t - Tf,i)
8	
.368
UL f'i	 Ta ) + AA k (Tf,e,ini - Tf,i )	(2)
9
where:
Tf,e,t	
Outlet fluid temperature at time t
Tf'i	 Inlet fluid temperature
Tf,e,ini	 Initial outlet fluid temperature
Fluid mass flow rate
C	 Specific heat of fluid
p
A	 Collector gross area
9
U	 Collector heat loss coefficieny,
L	 determined from the slope of the
efficiency curve
T	 Ambient temperature
a
The inlet fluid was not maintained within t2°F of the ambient,
hence equation (2) was used for evaluation.
(14)
11
	7.0	 ANALYSIS (Continued)
	
7.1	 Time Constant Tent (Continued)
9.56 x 60 x 3.7
.115 (147 - 65.5) +	 560	 (Tf,e,t - 147
9.56 x 60 x 3.7	 = .368
.11.5 (147 - 65.5) + -----
	 560	 (178 - 147)
Therefore,
Tf ^ e ^ t = 156.8°F.
From Figure 2, the time constant was determined to be 58 seconds for
the four collector array.
12
7.0	 ANAL PSIS (('oat In tied )
7.:	 Collector Tracking Ac•curac^r
The Solar Kinetics line conce!l trating collector can be categorlxed
as a cylindrical optical system. It will focus the boaam radiation
to the receiver tuba if the focal axis, the vertex line of the re-
flects.:, and the sun lie in a plane. Thus, for this type of system,
it is possible to rotate the collector in one axis to meet this rc-
quiremrnt. This axis of rotation may be IlOrth-south, east-west, sr
inclined and paralh l to the earth's axis. For all the tests con-
ducted in this report, the collector is rot.rting about the north-
yauth atxiN from the east in the morning to the west in the after-
noon.
Figure 3 shows the effect of beiaig off* track or the collector ef-
ficiency. As much a y a 10 percentage point drop of the efficiency
will ovetir when the collector tracking is missed by only 1 degree.
Therefore, tracking accuracy is critical to the operation of a con-
centratIng collector. The accutacy of tracking can be determined by
monito • ing the collector rotation angle. The following equations
govern the collector rotation angle:
The declination, d, can be found from the approximate equation of
Copper (1969):
d - 2 .1.45 SIN (360 A^.365- )
	 (1)
where n is the ;lullan day of the year.
The local standard time is converted to solar time in order to de-
termine r;,e sun's hour angle,
Solar time - Standard Time + E + 4 (1,st 	11 loc )	 (2)
where:
9	 - 1,,quation of' time, in minutes.
11 
t	
Standard meridian of the local time zone.
s 
l, l uc Longitude of the location in degree, west.
The solar altitude angle 'a' is determined as:
Nina)	 coN(L) cos(d) cos(h) + (sin(1,) sin(d)
where:
1,	 - Latitude	 h	 hour angle from solaar noon
d	 m declination allele	 :+	 :altitude angle
13
	7.0	 ANAIS,; 18 (Cont inued)
	7.2	 collector Tracktnj^ Accuracy (runtinnod)
The azimuth angle, b, from yolor youth in:
nin(b) - cou(cl) yin(h)c^nv (1O.:.^,s.,
The rotation angle of a north- : youth axim collector in a function
of the molar nititude and aziamth angle.
	 It IN defined by tht•
tollowinh relntionm for a line concentrat ing eolleetor mounted
on a north- youth orientation:
F = tan-1
	 tan(a)
Cos (b)
where:
r	 - Rotation angle
b	 .Solar azimuth angle
4 Solar attitude angle
However, thim equation cannot
	 be applied at molar noun.	 The rotation
angle	 In 90'	 at ;solar noon. Tnhle V shown the hourly rotation angle
at	 :1nt day of each month. It	 Indieale y 	that	 the	 collector rotation
mhoed	 in not	 constant. Tah t r Vl	 :shows	 the collector	 rotation	 npvvcl
for v.wh hour at	 Amt	 da y of each month.
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7.3	 Thermal Perfornuanco? Test
7.3.1	 Collector Instantaneous Efficienev
Qca - Aa Ih 	 P Y ( T d )^ - 11 Ar (lavr - l , i )	 iii(:,^(Tuut
where:
Q 
u	
- useful energy gain
A 	
- collector aperture area
I 
	
- direct beam solar radiation
P	 - specilar reflectance of the reflector
surface
Y	 - intercept factor, the fraction of
specularly reflected radiation that
is intercepted by receever
(017-)	 - the transmittance absorption produce of
receiver
UL 	- heat loss coefficient
A	 = receiver area
r
Tave	
- average fluid temperature
T 
	
- ambient temperature
aA	 - mass flow rate
C
P	
- specific heat of the heat transfer fluid
The efficiency of a collector is defined as the ratio of useful
energy gain to the available energy. Therefore, the efficiency,
17, can be expressed as:
17 - QU - P (Ot 	 - UL Ar Tavel- 
Ta
«
IA	 a	 (l)
a
In order to compare with the flat-plate collector performance,
the efficiency based on total solar radiation measured on the
collector tracking plane is also calculated. The thermal
efficiency of the Solar Kinetics T-700 line concentrating; col-
lector determined from test data is given by the following equations:
?7
 
= .592 - .115	 _T ave - T 
Idir	 (2)
17 - .437 - .0006	 Tave - 
T3
	
I tot	 (3)
15
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7.0	 ANALYSIS (Continued
7.3
	 Thermal Performance Test (Continued)
7.3.1	 Collector Instantaneous Efficiency (Continued)
However, these efficiencieo were calculated based on a four collector
array.
Scattering of test data can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. However,
the scattering of test data is more severe in Figure 5 than in
Figure 4, where the parameter was based on the total solar radiation.
Figure 5 shows that if the test data were grouped with ranges of
diffused solar fractions, it is found that the thermal efficiency will
decrease with the increase of the diffused solar fraction, when the
efficiency is calculated based on total solar radiation.
But, this trend is not as pronounced when the efficiency is caleu-
l.ated based on the direct solar radiation. Since the direct beam
radiation is smaller when the diffused fraction is higher and the
efficiency of a collector is calculated based on a smaller direct
beam radiation. Therefore, the intercept and slope derived from the
efficiency calculation based on total solar radiation is meaningless
if the diffused solar radiation fraction is not identified. Figure 6
shows clear separation of data when the diffused fractions are grouped
in the ranges of 0.0 — .15, .15	 25, and .25^-.35. Insufficient
data were- obtained with the diffuse fractioA higher than 30%, so the
efficiency curve. was extrapolated to indicate the effect. Theoret-
ically, at 0% diffuse fraction, the two efficiency curves, based on
direct and total solar radiation, shcald coincide.
The diffused fraction changes the intercept of the efficiency curve,
however, the slope will not be changed. The diffused fraction only
effects the collector's optical efficiency, not the heat losses.
Therefore, parallel lines can be drawn through each group of the
data points.
From Figure 6, the intercept and the slope for each of the efficiency
curve are:
)71 = .58 - .176 P	 f  - .10
17 2 = .49 - .176 
P	 f  = .22
17 3 = .43 - .176 P	 f  = .33
where:
f  indicates the diffused fraction.
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7.0	 ANALYSIS (Continued)
7.3	 Thermal Performance Test (Continued)
7.3.1	 Collector lint tntotivous Eificfencv (Continued)
The officiencv of a concentrating collector based oil
	
solar
radiation can be expressed as
	
Y7- (1 - f d ) P  (Ta) - D1 A 
	
rave	 Ta
	
Aa 	 Itot
Therefore, equation (3) is no longer valid and should be replaced
with the following equations
.64 0 - f d ) - .176 ^^ave ..^ _. a
to
7.3.2	 Collector All Day Efficient
Figure 8 shows the results of the collector all day test. These
data were obtained over several days, with the inlet temperature
maintained constant during each of the test periods. The efficiency
calculation was based on the direct solar radiation. For all tests,
it shows that the efficiency of the tracking concentrator was al-
most constant at once inlet temperature with slightly lower values
at noon, due to tale maximum incident angle occurring at noon.
As shown in Table V, the incident angle for this collector during
the test period is varied !'rom 17 degrees at 8 o'clock solar time
to 47 degrees at solar nooi, in September and October.
7.3.3	 Solar Radiation
Solar Radiation was measured using pyranometers mounted on the col-
lector plane and tracking with tilt-, collector. One of the pyrano-
meters measures the total solar radiation oil 	 collector plane, and
the other one with shadowing disk to block the direct solar radiation,
measures the diffused solar radiation oil 	 collector plane. Thus,
the direct solar radiation on the collector plane will be the differ-
ence between total solar radiation and the diffused solar radiation.
A separate normal incident pyrhelioteter which measures the direct
solar radiation was recorded. In order to compare the pyrheliometer
measurement with the tracking plane measurement, a cosine correction
will be applied to the value of the tracking plane measurement. Be-
cause the pyrheliometer is always normal to the sun, while the direct
solar radiation always has an incident angle to the tracking collector.
Idir = (I tot Idif )/cos ®i
where:
(i	 incident angle
d
17
F C.
7.0	 ANALYSIS (Continued)
7.3	 Thermal Portormanre Ter;t (tint inuvd)
7.3.'1	 Solar Radiation (Continued)
'table VT  show"; the direct t^olar radiation dc , rived from the Collector
tracking plane vivasuremetit ra agrev well with tilt- pyrhel iometer mea-
surements.	 Figure tl Aiow:; the solar radial Jon of •a typical c lour tlay.
The shadowing ttirck was so adjusted that the direct beam is always
bloekod. Figure 10 tahows tire a;olar- radiation measured from the trac-
kinp, pl;tne in w►1(Ch two of tilt , three shadowing dkkr; were not blocking,
the beam portion of the total solar radiation.
7.3.4	 Return Line Loses
To determine the return lin g brat Iosr.eta, two tomperatures were mon-
stored during; tllr twat . One at tier roll t-etor outlet and the other
olle at tilt- fillet to tilt , heat oxchangov.	 'I`hf` return I We is ;approxi-
nuatcly 12'i ft. of I" stafrllrroa steel pipi ► lr;.	 It I , ; insulated with
l la" thick glass-t fiber pipe ln!mlat Ion wrapped Witt) alumialum pipe
covering; for weather protection.
The enerp baIanrt , for a r;tvatly r;tat y vondItion is:
where:
t^loraM
	
lil(' h
	 ut	
1111	 )	 h A ('l
^uut	 1a)	 (11six
	
t1	 Ior;r^	 itlr 1 orar;er;l 
	
►i^	 t l ow rate
	
C	 slave t t is heat of hear
trnnstet, fluid
trot	
Collector outlet
temperature
	
C	 heat vm'hant,er inlet
in lix	 t empera t r. e
	
h	 I1eat to-is coetf icient
	
A	 pipe surface .area
'I`	 _ :ambient temperature
Rearranging; equation (1), one yit-1ds
Tout	 inhX	
hA
T	 - 
.I,	 m(:	 Constant	 (2)
out	
ap
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7.0	 ANALYSIS (Continued)
7.3	 Thermal Performance 'feet (Continued)
7.3.4	 Return Line Dosses (Continued)
Figure 11 is the plot of (Tout - TinHX) Against (Taut - T a ) at the
flaw rates under the test. Equation (2) indicated that a straight
line can be drawn through each set of the data points.
The heat loss coefficient does hot vary significantly with the flow
rate when the flow inside the tube is fully developed turbulent flow.
Therefore, the heat loss coefficient, (hA), can be determined as:
(hA) - WC p ) 1 Constant, N WC PQCoistant2
From Figure 11 the heat lass coefficients for the 5.5 GPM flow and
9.5 GPM are:
(hA )1 l . (cc p ) 1 Constant, - 3.7*5.5*60*2.76/200 - 16.84 Btu/hr°F
(hA) 2 - (cc p ) 2 Constant  = 3.7*9.5*60*1.55/200 . 16.34 Btu/hr°F
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ANALYSIS (Continued)
Collector Heat Loan
The heat loss test is an alternate way of deter: .aining the slope
(i.e. heat lost coefficient), of a collector efficiency curve.
The energy balance for the heat loss is similar to the return line
lose described above. It is described as:
Q1088 thCp (Tin - Tout ) M 
U 
L 
A 
r 
(T 
ave -
 Ta)
	
(1)
where:
Q1oss 0 Collector heat loss
U 
L 
A 
r 
n Receiver tube heat loss
Rearranging equation (1),
Tin - Tout 0LAr
Tin - T 	
^ "Cp)
Figure 12 is the plot of (Tin - Tout) versus (T ave- Ta).
It indicates that a straight line cannot be drawn from the origin,
instead, one can draw a straight line through the data points from
(T - T ) equal to 40. Therefore, the heat loss coefficient can
beaygnsidired as a constant when the (T 
ave- 
T a ) is greater than 40°F.
 U A )
Tin -TTut	
rhC r
	
. .0243
	
for (T 
ave- 
T a ) 40°F
ave	 a	 p
U 
L 
A 
r - ifiC *.0243 - 9.7*3.7*.0243*60 . 52.33 Btu/hr°F
p
In the equation defining the efficiency for a concentrating collector,
the heat loss coefficient is the negative of the slope which is:
UAAr .55607
	
0.093	 Btu2_o
a	 hr. £t.	 F
and the efficiency equntion becomes:
'7 . .592 - 0.093 T	 - T
ave	 a
I
Although the ratio of heat loss coefficients determined from these
two tests, .115 - 0.093 - .19, is large, their values are small.
.115
Figure 13 shows the efficiency curves obtained from the thermal effi-
ciency test and from the heat loss test, noting these two curves are
very close to each other.
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7.0
7.4
I^
TIME
Iii I:MM:ss
Tm
"V
Til ►:t
^,j, Thad{).uI;
Flow
µany
9:36:19 147.0 178.0 65. h q. 55
9:38:24 147.0 178.0 65. 5 9. 55
9:38:29 147.0 178.0 65.5 9.155
9:36:34 147.1 178.0 65. 5 9. 55
9:38:39 147.1 178.0 65. 8 9. 55
9:38:44 147.1 178.0 65.9 9.56
9:38:49 147. 1 177.1 65.8 9.56
9:38:54 147.2 175.6 65.3 9.56
9:38:59 147.2 173.7 65.2 9.56
9:39:04 147.2 171.6 65.1 9.56
9:39:09 147.2 169.5 65.1 9.56
9:39:14 147.2 167.3 65. 1 9. 56
9:39:19 147.2 165.0 65. 1 9. 55
9:39:24 147.2 162.6 65. 1 9. 57
9:39:29 147.3 160.3 65. 1 9.60
9:39:34 147.3 158. 1 64.9 9.61
9:39:39 147.3 156.2 64.9 9.60
9:39:44 147.4 154.6 65. 1 9. 56
9:39:49 147.4 153.2 64, 9 9.61
TABLE I. SOLAR KINETICS COLLECTOR TIME CONSTANT TEST RESULTS
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SW KDETItS male AM NVV TEST !1-"
Tim	 11 M PT TW W"	 viii
10 14 #1414 14 R,4 972899
18811	 ,9148,9 48 686 97M8
IN2051399 1,4 686 9728!1
1883 !38.1 CR 6 15 69.7 ? 7 20: 4
1883138:1139.6 15 69 7 9 7 X 4
i6111317 9 1401 23 70 3 9 7 282.8
10 137.4 1418 3 6 78.1 a720 8
10 137 2 143.8 6 6 7a. 0 9 7 X, 7
1687 L?7 5143 7 12 2 .nt !+ .4	 :P!+ ?
1888138,4256 194 786 9 7, ^*7
:8891	 .2164 9 2 4?
1618140':09 4 "a 1 78.4 9,7 X1.1
1831142.7178 5 27 8 701 9 7 & a
20!2145.1 17.1 Z-. 9 7? : 9 201 I
L
t
1011 24 2,1 .4 11.51 L9 4 d l ? 6 2-L 8
1814141'7 63 6 7A 9621~8
1815 145 6 11 x. 4 27.3 7? 1 9 6 2?. 5
1816149.2 xls 7 ;6.5 69 3 9 5 '0! +
101714,981721 243 coc 952::.'
18181459IP2 15.4 732 :'6.hP
lirwo l51 AAA EL1 111 "? °`^i^ 4
!62615! 11591 ? t? 69 9 5 ::7
lea 1.`ki 62.`5. y 2 :96 95 a 0
VV 149.4 1`33 74 NO 95 ai^1 a
1823 1to7 1P9 ell	 7e, 7 3S1,/,
1&4140 114? 3 :. 2 711 ? s :y e+ '
!11'5147 t+ :4' : a : 716 :a 6 ZIX 4
1826 14F 3 147 7: 4 (
	 6 9 f%,
y7	 n	 7 y2^1 i 4. L 24 t 1 M 7+ i.	 + / N 77 w.' •
leVoo144 .: s;2 715 o::'-101. ^ . + r 1 4L	 4	 L	 ^	 i.'r.^ ^f
1014::.446 1: ':.5 964f :+
?tr TIT Ik'T VU INC 6TT P
'A' 2;4 IL' 8, 14 LV. 39888.038
. 2Z.?114 4V? X1804836
:29W41814 2W 39.1883035
x 3 Lt. 7 1 !'i	 .A C,	 0:.4
323M 7914 :196 :9.2803134
k 1233.2 914 40 39 3 8.84 8 i4
32 0 """ 8 8.14 70 39.418' 134
A92:2'11414a81 :9.58.:28.35
:15='0/4:'.9? :960x0:,6
:21ZM 89.144M, 3970,7839
X12!13.1114 ZO 'ia	 47441
:lsM'a ?24 n1.';Z 042
:!' k 7 014`27. ;a??`2043
0024`50;1 41	 5.2A44
 8,45
:l62135P14 41e^ 4A 21`4845
.L72'1814`x.w^. 4030.2046
3l52;.P0145FNI 76 4030-9846
:i c	 9 1 14 4 P =5 e AS
:17:. 7 0.14:'r14 45!!;4044
.1. , v:: tl 14 :,, "k' Ll ? 43
:1 :z 2:°5 ?1410'41 407 ?:5842
4.14!,.f7 4? 7 0:,a.4'
.192:,5014	 3J. 42 •'^	 7.941
:2:c:34 i) 	 4	 54 , . 109 x:°E:4
444:1P14 117 41?0.6938
y	 .n
ti7L>0@14 LWa 4110:1:0	 7
.. " _c 4 e .1 4	 4-:9 +L f" t`4 
00 
;7
♦ 	 4- 6 .
n	 . n ^
:4	 .a' 4L^C'^	 a
.19u14a14 ;"4& 4140eal0,:6
IN: Collector
Inlet
CUT: Collector
Inlet
DTs Outlet-Inlet
TAMB: Ambient
Temp.
GPM: Flow Rate
DIR: Direct Solar
DIF: Diffused Solar
TOT: Total Solar
D/T: Dtf/Tat
QCOLL: Energy
Collected
INC: Incident Angle
EFF: Efficiency
P: (Tave -Ta) /DIR
TABLE I.I. SOLAR KINETICS COLLECTOR TRACKING ACCURACY
TEST RESULTS
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TABLE III. SOLAR KINETICS COLLECTOR ARRAY THERMAL EFFICIENCY
TEST RESULTS
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kBLE M. SOLAR KINETICS COLLECTOR ARRAY THERMAL EF'FICYENCY
TEST RESULTS (Continued)	 24
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TABLE IV. SOLAR KINETICS COLLECTOR ARRAY ALL DAY TEST RESULTS
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inc.: Incident Angle
rot.: Rotation Angle
alt.	 Altitude Angle
COLLECTOR INCIDENT ANGLE, ROTATION ANGLE
AND S[TN'S ALTITUDE ANGLE ON THE 21st DAY OF
EACH MONTH
Solar Time 8/16 9/1S 10/14 11/13 12 Declination
Jan.
nc. 33.4 41.4 48.3 53.1 54.9
-20.1rot. 13. 1 27.7 4S, 1 66.1 90.0
&0. 10.9 20.4 28.2 33.3 35. 1
Feb.
Inc. 26	 1 33 7 40.1 44, 46
-11.219.0 3 5
Mar.
6 6 23.8 29.6 33.4 34.8
-0.0rot. 25.4 39.4 54 71. c ' 9010
alt 24. 3 3!;. S 45.4 52. 5 55.2
AOr. 11.9rot. 3 1. 5 44 S9.0 74.2 90.0
51.5 63.4 6702
May
s.3 1012 13.3 14.4
20.3
alt, j5,7 48 0 S9,2 70.4	 _ 75.6
Jun.
2 72 1	 3 11	 3
23.4rot 37 2 49.5 62.5 '16	 0 90
Jul.
inc. 1.0 5.4 10.3 13
20.2
5
Ault.
o 7 1.4	 5 18.7_ 22.2 23.3
11.44
AIL
-
31.0 43.0 54.1 63.0 66.7
Sept.
S
-o.6
t 54.6
Oct. -12. 1
alt
Nov.
in c 55.4
-20.6
.14 .6
Dec.
c
-23.4
17741t. 3
TABLE V.
26
Time
Month 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12
JAI` 14.6 17.4 21.0 23.9
FEB 14.5 16.6 19.1 20.8
MAR 14.0 15.5 17.0 18. 1
APR 13.3 14.2 15.2 15. 8
MAY 12.6 13.3 14.0 14.4
JUNE 12.3 13.0 13. 5 14.0
JULY 12.6 13.3 14.0 14.S
AUG 13.2 14.3 15.3 1 S. 9
SEPT 14.0 15.6 17.1 18.2
OCT 14.6 16.7 19.2 21.1
NOV 14.6 17.4 21.1 24.1
DEC 14.6 17.6 21.8 25. 3
TABLE VI. COLLECTOR ROTATION SPEED ON THE 2bt DAY
OF EACH MONTH IN DEGREES PER HOUR
27
10/6/80 10/7/80
Solar Time pa-yr. SKI 0 P r. S 0
9:00 850 872 -2.5 826 826 0.4
:IS 874 874 0 838 836 0 2
:30 8f6 908 -2.4 850 848 0.2
:4S 998 917 -2. 1 850 862 --1.4
10:00 898 924 -2.8 886 869 2.0
:15 898 923 -2.7 886 8 80
:30 898 933 -3.8 898 887 1.2
:43 898 930 -3.4 862 8 94 -3.4
11:00 898 9Z8 -3.2 862 R 5
:15 898 931 -3.5 874 0 -2
00 898 933 -3.8 874 897 -2.6
:45 910 922 -1.3 874
12:00 910 931 2.3 874 89 -2.
:15 910 938 -3.0 874
:30 910 936 -2.8 850 -
:45 898 940 -4.5 81;0 888 -4.3
13:00 FJ98 937 -4.2 832 879 -5.3
:15 898 941 -4.6 826 879 -6.0
:30 898 932 -3.6 826 8
:45 898 931 -3.5 820 867 -S.4
14100 898 922 -2.6 820 855
:15 898 921 -2.5 802 84.1. -
:30 886 908 -2.4 778 827 -5.
:45 874 891 -1	 9
15:00 862 878 1.8
Pyr.: Pyrheliometer measurement
SKI:	 Tracking plane measurement = ( Itot- Idif)/ COS S i
A%=	 (Pyr-SKI)/SKI x`100
TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION
DATA F: ROM PYRHELIOMETER WITH THE
TRACKING PLANE MEASUREMENTS
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